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Wrist straps 4 Line Handles 4 Line Control Bar 
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FLYING LINE LOOP

Unwinding Your Lines//

The Line Package// Recommended use//

//Flying Line Instructions 

The Larks Head Knot//

Connecting the Lines to the Control Gear//

Flexifoil strongly recommend that you abide by ALL safety guidelines and conduct yourself in a safe manner at all times
ALWAYS check your equipment for wear and tear before flying. DO NOT fly with worn or damaged lines. Repair or replace accordingly
Flying lines and bridles under tension can cut like a knife. Always keep your lines away from people and animals. NEVER attempt to catch 
or hold a kite by the lines or bridle
ALWAYS use the Flexifoil recommended line strength for your chosen activity. See www.flexifoil.com for details
Remember, YOU are responsible for the safe operation of your kite and equipment at all times. Use common sense!

Line Safety//



Line Winder 

4 Line Control Bar (Without end winders) 4 Line Control Bar (With end winders)

4 Line Handles 

Incorrect!
Lines are a different length

Untie both loops at one end of the 
line. Slide the sleeving down the 
longer line to match the sleeving 
on the shorter line

Re-tie both loops – make sure 
that lines are the same length

Cut off excess line. Seal (melt) 
with a match or lighter
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Important: To avoid twists in the lines, it is vital that the next time you use your kite, you unwind the lines in the  same way as you wound them on. 
i.e. the unwinding action must be the exact reverse of the winding action.
 

Packing Away the Lines//

Line Adjustment//

Line Care and Maintenance//

Taking good care of your kite and lines will prolong their life. 

Always check your lines for wear and tear
Ensure there are no unnecessary knots in the lines as these will weaken them
Avoid damaging your lines on sharp or abrasive surfaces such as stones or rocks as this may cause the lines to break in the future
Store your lines properly after use by winding them onto a winder, control bar or handles
It is advisable to rinse your lines periodically in fresh water to remove salt and sand water. Ensure lines are dry before winding and storing them
If the sleeved loops become worn after many hours of flying, simply replace them using the Flexifoil sleeving kit

Important note on flying lines

We pride ourselves on our outstanding quality control and we will replace any of our products that fail as a result of defective workmanship or 
faulty materials. This is in addition to your statutory rights. 

However, Flexifoil will not replace flying lines that have been improperly used. If kites are flown on flying lines of insufficient breaking strain, the 
lines will break. Always follow Flexifoil recommendations to ensure that flying lines of an appropriate breaking strain are used 
when flying one or more kites. Flexifoil will not replace flying lines that have failed as a result of knots in the line.

If your kite is flying incorrectly you may need to adjust the lengths of your flying lines
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